2009 volkswagon jetta

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I was unable to purchase
a Jetta at the dealership due to repairs needed so I was informed that another one was now for
sale at the same price due to buyer unable to make that purchase, so I was told the Jetta GLS
has a 6 cylinder with auto trans. As well as all the features I was looking for and no rust on the
front fenders. A very nice car. I was able to see the SUV the next day. Bought it. They fixed a
mirror and window, changed oil, and did Missouri inspection. No complaints. Available with
three different engine choices - including a new, efficient diesel - the '09 Jetta excels as one of
the more versatile, roomy, and comfortable compacts available. A bland and unexciting exterior
leaves the '09 Jetta looking positively outdated when lined up against the more stylish Civic and
MAZDA3, and the engine choices can feel underpowered in this heavy compact. While the '09
Jetta won't take home any awards for sexy styling, it offers young professionals a solid,
well-built ride. By reintroducing a clean diesel engine, the Jetta should also appeal to families
needing extra space and buyers looking to increase fuel savings while reducing environmental
impact. The Jetta continues to hold the spot as Volkswagen's top seller around the world. This
front-wheel-drive compact sedan received a major overhaul in , but the '09 Jetta adds a few
more pleasant surprises, including the return of a diesel engine option. The gas-saving engine
in the new Jetta TDi claims to be one of the cleanest burning diesels on the market and the first
one to meet California's strict emissions regulations, thereby making it the first diesel to satisfy
standards in all 50 U. The new TDi diesel models itself after the SE and shares many of that
trim's standard features. New for , stability control is now standard across the lineup. The '09
Jetta remains a sturdy and dependable family car, with an above-average safety record that has
improved this year with the inclusion of stability control on all trims. With the return of the
diesel, the '09 Jetta now offers three different engine choices. As the most powerful trim in the
lineup, the sporty GLI makes hp and lb-ft of torque with its valve, 2. Its confident acceleration
and passing power is blemished only by some minor turbo lag problems. Both engines come
paired with either a 5-speed manual or 6-speed automatic, except in the SEL, which comes only
with a 6-speed sequential shifting DSG automatic. The new TDi diesel works off the 2. The
6-speed DSG automatic is the only available transmission. It meets the strictest emissions
standards because it employs a common rail fuel injection system rather than the traditional
urea injection for cleaning exhaust. In this system, instead of a fuel injector for each of its four
cylinders, the TDi's diesel uses one injector for all cylinders, meaning higher injection
pressures overall. This in turn leads to an increase in smoothness and power, with a
simultaneous decrease in noise, smell, and emissions. Along with being the cleanest diesel on
the market, believe it or not, the TDI can also claim to be one of the quietest. Critics and owners
rave about the imperceptible startup and the virtual elimination of knocks and grinds so
common in diesels of the past. As an added bonus, that nasty diesel smell has also
disappeared, making the TDi an even more attractive choice to drivers looking for fuel savings.
With its smooth handling, tight cornering, and effortless acceleration, critics claim the '09 Jetta
TDi to be just as fun and sporty to drive as the Volkswagen GTI. Owners echo these sentiments,
singling out its fun drive, tight turns, and responsive handling and steering. This competent
sedan also delivers plenty of agility, as expected from this reliable German automaker, but
some professional reviews report annoying engine vibration in the inline five. Its power seems
inadequate for a car that weighs more than the larger Passat, and the '09 Jetta suffers from
some acceleration lag and high torque steer. For its part, the GLI exhibits the corner-hugging,
instant braking, and powerful acceleration expected from a sports sedan, though turbo lag is
noticeable and the stiffer suspension means a somewhat harsher ride. Moving up in tire size
increases noise levels and road sensation and minimizes bump absorption. A spacious interior
and large cargo capacity make the '09 Jetta stand out in the compact crowd. VW's capable
compact offers 41 inches of front legroom, with rear passengers making do with a somewhat
limited 35 inches. Headroom, even on trims equipped with a sunroof, is plentiful for tall adults,
but for long trips the back seat is best left to children. In fact, reviewers found the rear seat
folding operation awkward, requiring the seat cushions to be pushed up before the seat backs
go down. The sedan's trunk holds 16 cubic feet, with split folding rear seats adding significantly
to that total. Critics and owners appreciate the cabin's overall comfort and the easily accessible
and functional instrument panel with its blue lighting. High-quality materials with soft-touch
edges pay testament to Volkswagen's reputation for quality and comfort. All trims feature a
power driver's seat, with the base S offering two positions for the seat back and the top-of-the
line SEL offering 12 positions and memory settings. Tilt and telescopic steering aids driver
comfort. The SEL offers wheel-mounted audio controls and leather upholstery. An optional
navigation system on all trims comes bundled with either a 6-CD changer for the S or an iPod
adapter in all others, with some reports that the setup overcomplicates use of the audio system.
The addition of standard stability control to all trims makes Volkswagen the first automaker to

supply this feature on every make and model in its product line. The NHTSA gives the Jetta high
marks in crash tests, with four stars going to front impact and rollover and five stars to side
impact. The '09 Jetta touts its standard Prevent and Preserve Safety System that includes 40
different safety features, among which are 4-wheel ABS brakes, traction control, and dual
front-side and side curtain airbags for both rows. Rear side impact airbags are optional. Early
owners of the '09 Jetta offer up more compliments than negatives about their compact sedan.
Overwhelming praise goes to the new TDi, with most drivers amazed by its quiet operation. One
driver compares it to the sound-insulated ride and quality of a Lexus. Many point out the
appealing combination of superior, EPA-surpassing fuel economy with a fun and sporty overall
ride. Other highlights for '09 Jetta owners include the interior space and cargo capacity, expert
handling, and solid dependability â€” all important considerations to those looking for a family
car. Downsides focus mostly on the inline-five engine's lack of power and poor fuel economy,
as well as Volkswagen's reputation for sketchy reliability. Though reviews for the new TDi and
SportWagen have yet to come in from CarGurus drivers, feedback for the unchanged sedans
echoes that of '09 owners, with very few negative comments overall. Many report a fun ride,
though several wish for more horsepower out of the inline five. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. The Good. Read
more. Cars Plus Credit. KCMO Automotive. It is the perfect highway car, the smoothness of an
American full size, the handling of a European sports sedan, and over 45 mpg on a trip. I believe
that is car is an amazing value. The features the SE trim offers are amazing. I only wish mine
had automatic lights. I have come in to see this Jetta but drove off in an SUV instead. Great
customer service, they were able to get me approved when everyone was giving me a hard time.
Great inventory at great prices. Would highly recommend. Why Use CarGurus? The Volkswagen
Jetta remains the only discount-price European sedan. This year's return of the wagon and TDI
models makes the Jetta an even more attractive choice. For decades now, the Volkswagen Jetta
has existed in its own special niche. It may seem like an oxymoron, but this compact VW has
made a name for itself by being an upscale economy car. Although roughly the same size as
econoboxes from the United States and Japan, the Jetta has long exuded a sense of solidity
and refinement in line with illustrious fellow Germans sporting fancier badges. The
latest-generation Volkswagen Jetta, which debuted four years ago, carries on this tradition. It's
a little deficient in the "cool factor" that earlier Jettas had, but from an all-purpose standpoint,
there's little to complain about. For , the wagon body style -- cutely dubbed the Sportwagen -returns to the Jetta lineup. Compared to the old boxy Jetta wagon, the new Sportwagen features
a more tapered roof line, but retains an impressive amount of utility. In fact, this Jetta actually
boasts significantly more cargo space than VW's new Tiguan compact SUV -- 18 more cubic feet
with the seats up, 10 more with them folded. Also notable this year is the new Jetta TDI. The
popular diesel-fueled TDI trim level has been MIA the past few years due to new government
emissions regulations, but implementation of "clean diesel" technology has allowed VW to
bring back the TDI. The new model is state-certified and returns an impressive 34 mpg
combined on the EPA testing cycle. A significant boost in power makes this fuel-efficient model
even more attractive, although the rising price of diesel doesn't help the TDI's value equation.
The Volkswagen Jetta may dwell in its own niche, but it competes indirectly against a wide
variety of models. Lower trims may be cross-shopped with economy cars like the Mazda 3 or
Saturn Astra, while higher trims can be compared with midsize sedans like the Honda Accord or
Nissan Altima. The Sportwagen is worthy of strong consideration if you're contemplating a
compact crossover, while the TDI makes for an interesting alternative to hybrids. On its own
merits, any Jetta is a serviceable substitute for those who want a premium German sedan but
don't have the bankroll needed to bring one home. The Volkswagen Jetta is available in sedan
and Sportwagen body styles. The Jetta SE adds inch alloy wheels optional on S , a rear seat
armrest, a sunroof sedan only, optional on S and TDI , leatherette vinyl upholstery, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob sedan only and a speaker stereo with a six-CD
changer and satellite radio. On top of this, the Jetta SEL sedan adds inch wheels, a
multifunction steering wheel and a trip computer. Jetta Sportwagen SELs also have a sprightly
turbocharged engine, dual-zone automatic climate control, a way power driver seat with

memory functions, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, Homelink and upgraded
speakers. A special edition known as the TDI Loyal adds premium speakers. The Jetta
Wolfsburg Edition is basically an SE sedan with the aforementioned turbocharged engine, inch
wheels, no exterior chrome window trim and Wolfsburg badges. Optional on all Jettas is an iPod
interface and rear side airbags. A panoramic sunroof is a stand-alone option on the
Sportwagen. There are three engines available for the Volkswagen Jetta. The standard
transmission is a five-speed manual, while a six-speed automatic with Tiptronic automanual
capability is optional. In performance testing, a Jetta SE with the manual went from zero to 60
mph in 8. It produces a zesty hp and lb-ft of torque. These two models should sprint from zero
to 60 mph in the 7-second range, while fuel economy is roughly the same as with the base 2.
The Jetta TDI features a 2. This diesel produces hp and a healthy lb-ft of torque. Standard safety
equipment includes antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front side airbags and
full-length side curtain airbags. Rear side airbags are optional on all Jettas. The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration gave the Jetta sedan and Sportwagen four out of five
stars for frontal collision protection, and a perfect five stars for side protection. In Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety crash tests, the Jetta sedan received the highest rating of "Good"
for frontal offset and side crash protection. For most shoppers in this segment, a comfy ride
matters more than simulating a track day on Main Street. By this measure, the Volkswagen Jetta
is a fine companion in day-to-day driving. It swallows bumps and provides a relatively quiet
cabin from which to endure the daily grind. If you do decide to drive aggressively, the Jetta's
steering is nicely weighted and accurate, though body roll is significant in enthusiastic
cornering. Should you want additional excitement, the sport-tuned Jetta GLI model may be more
your speed. With the TDI models, expect a little more vibration, a tad more noise and noticeably
less high-end kick when trying to charge up that highway on-ramp from a stop. However, the
diesel's prodigious low-end torque makes it feel downright muscular around town, as it pulls
away from traffic lights with authority. The Jetta's cabin is a strong selling point, with abundant
high-grade, soft-touch materials and metallic trim. The vinyl "leatherette" upholstery found in
most Jettas is finely stitched and does a good impression of real cowhide, with the added
bonus of being easier to clean. Stereo and climate controls are straightforward and easy to use,
and we're also fans of the cool blue lights used for the instruments and radio display. This
year's new and improved navigation system now features an intuitive touchscreen interface and
a 30GB hard drive that not only increases processing time but also devotes 20GB to digital
music storage. The Jetta's tall roof line lends a sense of spaciousness to the front seats, which
boast a wide range of motion in order to accommodate drivers of various sizes. Headroom is a
little tight in the rear, however. Nonetheless, there's an adequate amount of legroom in back,
particularly compared to past Jettas, although even an economy sedan like the Toyota Corolla
offers more. The sedan's trunk capacity is very impressive at 16 cubic feet, while the
Sportwagen is naturally even larger -- cargo volume for the latter is Available styles include S
4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Jetta lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Below-average fuel economy with 2. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Unlike the previous-generation Jetta's TDI,
this more powerful diesel engine is state certified in terms of emissions. Other changes
throughout the Jetta lineup include stability control, heated seats and heated washer nozzles
added as standard equipment. The optional navigation system has also been substantially
upgraded to include a touchscreen interface and a 30GB hard drive. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Seriously folks, you must have to get this Dealer Warranty replaced. Our 2. This
Unit controls and puts a stop to the jerky and hesitation. Palisades VW in New York replaced
mine last summer and WOW it has made a significant difference in the fuel economy,
quickness, and safety. Now, when I press the pedal lightly, the TDI shifts smooooth and quick.
Also, when slowing down, no more jerks. Seriously, do not let the dealers tell you otherwise. We

spent extra money for the TDI for a reason. Make the call and beat the BMW driving uphill. Read
less. If you want economy, you must pay for it! We have a Jetta TDI with , miles on it. It gets
great fuel economy, is fun to drive, looks good The regular maintenence costs will negate that
great fuel economy, especially if you have the 6 speed automatic transmission, which is actually
two manual transmissions in one case that is shifted hydraullicly. It requires regular
maintenence every 80, miles tat makes one think they are buying a new tranny. So you see, you
pay for that economy. I love the car but will not buy another. Last maintenance service,
computer indicated a "possible" cracked exhaust manifold, along with some other suggested
items. Car unsafe to drive; could stop at any time. Since cost of repairs was about what the car
is worth, I declined. VW's service Dept. Is highly suspect in my book. Following infamous diesel
tampering fiasco, VW America bought the car in the settlement. I now drive a Ford Edge. Well in
the past three weeks, that has changed. Once my Jetta hit 25k, everything went wrong. Check
engine light always comes on, it has left me stranded two times in three weeks. Both times have
been the fuel p
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ump. The first time 3 weeks ago the dealer said they replaced it, now I am doubting that they
did. Now they are saying it is the fuel pump again. Our car has been in the shop 12 times this
year, and continues to have problems. The fuel system and front suspension have been rebuilt,
and new problems surface daily. This is a German car built in Mexico, and is of poor quality.
Also, when it runs, during moderate acceleration, the front wheels are overpowered. This
causes front wheel hop that shakes the dash and prevents forward progress. The chassis can
not handle the turbo engine. On the highway, the vehicle is very loud, lots of road, tire and wind
noise. Another point, the dealerships Do not stock parts. See all reviews of the Used
Volkswagen Jetta. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up.

